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A class of interpolation formulas is dened as the convergent in the mean
AbelGoncharov series with the interpolation nodes viewed as certain ran
dom variables
 It is shown that a special choice of the distribution of the
random nodes leads to a particularly useful formula
 As a rst application
of this formula	 the expansion is obtained of the arithmeticgeometric mean
dierence for positive binary random variables in terms of certain central
moments




In this paper we consider the following interpolation problem for a function f
dened on the interval   Let the numeric values be given of the following













































Using these values construct the interpolating polynomial P
n

x f x   











for k       n 
see  the interpolation problem of section  reduces to our


















 if k  m








   for k  m automatically since 	
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f   for every polyno
mial f of degree m  n 





x   and C
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 is a linear functional so that 	
k
of the sum on the right hand side
of 
















f Hence the condition

 implies the identity 
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    are dis
cussed It is shown in particular that these polynomials are easily constructed
by using the recurrence relationship 
 As is shown in Section  there is




    and the wellknown
Goncharov polynomials envolved in the classical AbelGoncharov interpolation
series 
see Section  for a short description of the AbelGoncharov interpolation
problem see   and  for more details Due to this link we will show
that if the AbelGoncharov series for a function f converges for some x   
then the interpolating polynomial P
n

x f given by 
 converges to f
x for




xed constant a In this case 	
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for each xed x   

In Section  we will show that the series in 
 converges uniformly in x and
a 
see formula 
 The Sections  and  are devoted to applications of the
last result




jaj  log  with probability x or the value  with probability
  x Then the geometric mean e
IElogX






   respectively By using 
 we will show that the










































where the s are universal constants independent of the distribution of X
In Section  we will give another application of the expansion 
 Let f and





























is called the Hellinger distance of order n between









































see  Section  Using the expansion 
 we will show that if f and g
satisfy 






















Recall that for nonnegative integers n and m so that n  m the Stirling





















with the convention that S
nn
  if n   S
n 
  if n   and S
nm
  if
m  n 
see for example  Apart from the last mentioned zero values the
Stirling numbers of the second kind are positive integers
Hence by denition 
 the functional 	
m















Moreover the interpolating polynomial P
n




















Thus starting from C
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It is not hard to prove that in fact all polynomials of odd degree exceeding 





x and all polynomials of even degree exceeding


















is preserved for all n  
 The AbelGoncharov problem
The AbelGoncharov interpolation problem is usually formulated for functions
f of a complex variable z analytic in a certain complex region ie having





evaluated at a certain complex number a
m
 is given for all m        then
























for k       n
It is easily seen that the interpolating polynomial P
n

z f can be presented
























z for m       n are polynomials of degree m the socalled



















     a
n
 respectively Due to the conditions 
 we get the identity






z   Indeed apply 




account that in this case the interpolating polynomial P
n

z f coincides with














































z  z   a
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which is directly veried by checking the property 
 of the integrals on the
right hand side Note that G
n

z depends only on a
 
     a
n 
 If needed we








     a
n 








z f    converges to f
z for a xed z from a certain domain





    The usual setting of the convergence problem is as follows
the considerations are restricted to the domain jzj   
 can be replaced by
any other positive number and a class of functions f is characterized for which




    from the same domain
Evidently this class of functions f is quite restricted 
see  theorem 
which tells us that it consists of entire functions of exponential type less than




   
enlarge the convergence class considerably For instance put a
n
 a for all






for n   so that the AbelGoncharov series
reduces to the usual Taylor expansion If a
n






z   a  nh
n 
and we get the classical Abel inter
polation series 
see  Section  As is seen in the next section it is useful




    as a sequence of random variables
We conclude this section by the following example of the AbelGoncharov
series For a xed complex number w let f
z  e
wz
 According to  theorem
 the AbelGoncharov series for this function f converges absolutely if
jwj  log  
since in this case the function in question is of exponential type





















j   for all m  IN Note that the proof of 
 is based on the following











  and ja
m
j   for all m  IN


see  formula 








    is a sequence of independent random variables such
































     a
m 






 Since the expectation of the




























Using this simple fact take the expectation of both sides in 
 The left hand
side is nonrandom and therefore its expectation is f
z itself On the other
hand the expectation of the sum in 




















due to our assumption that the series in 


























   
then also 
 holds ie the convergence class of functions f for 
 includes

and is in fact wider than that of the AbelGoncharov series 
 The char
acterization of this class 
which would heavily depend on the distribution of




    is obviously beyond the scope of the present
paper In the remainder of this section we only discuss two special examples




    in which the series 
 takes a particularly
transparent form




    are independent identically distributed random
variables If besides each a
m











































with the generating function of the Hermite polynomials on the left hand side
Hence in this special case the polynomials IEG
m

z are the Hermite polynomi
als










































  Besides suppose that all the random variables a
mk
are
uniformly distributed in the interval   Using again the fact that the ex
pectation of the product of independent random variables equals the product







































So it follows that 
 restricted to real valued w and z 
replace them by a





















for x    and jaj  log  Compare 
 and 


















In the remainder of this section we establish the last relation between the Gon
charov polynomials G
n
and the polynomials C
n
of section    Note meanwhile
that 
 and 






























 note rst that the functionals 	
n
dened in 
 can be expressed





































































If f is a polynomial of degree m  n for instance we get 	
n

f   as was
noted in the introduction 
see 
 and the remark following it




































Finally take expectations of both sides in 
 using 





 We get 















But we also have 
 so that the identity 
 holds
 Uniform convergence
We have already shown in the previous section that the expansion 
 holds for





















evaluated at such x and a tends to zero as n  	 In this section we will







x aj   as n	 














 which implies 
 since 	  
 
To verify 
























































 holds for each xed x    and jaj  log  the remainder
term 


















































 ArithmeticGeometric mean relationship
Suppose that the random variable X takes on either the value e
a
with proba
bility x or the value  with probability   x where a is an arbitrary nonzero
constant Note that any binary random variable X can be presented in this
form by suitable normalization if needed
By denition the arithmetic and geometric means of X are
IEX  xe
a
































x   and C


x  x as we already know
Compare 
 and 
 term by term It is then seen that the following






































with a suitable choice of the constants 
nm


















































































with  on the right hand side if m   and  if m   Hence the equality






































































x so dened possess




x Therefore the polynomial identity

 reduces to a system of linear equations with unique roots 
nm
 This is
not hard to verify however we do not wish to enter here in required technical





















































































































We have shown that the expansion 




 is identical to the expansion 
 and thus in view of 
 the convergence
of the remainder term in 
 is uniform in x and a
	 Hellinger Integrals
In this section we will give another application of the expansion 
 namely we
will prove formula 
 Suppose that f and g are positive probability density
functions which satisfy the following condition there exists a   















































 is satised if and only if j	j  log 
We will now prove that under the condition 


























xj   































































































As was mentioned in the introduction our interpolation problem is a special
case of Gelfonds interpolation problem in  Section  In fact the con
siderations of the present paper can be extended to Gelfonds general setting
without many diculties However such extension would require some extra
technicalities at the expense of the clarity of the exposition Taking into ac
count the introductory nature of the present paper we deliberately have chosen
for the concrete setting with the special interpolation nodes
k
n
 and focused our
attention to deriving formula 
 with interesting applications in Sections sh
and 
Gelfonds method for describing the convergence class of functions is simi
lar to ours he also relates his problem to the corresponding AbelGoncharov
interpolation problem derives the inequality 
 and consequently 
 How
ever the arguments used in  section  are quite complicated 
at certain
instances even not quite clear In this paper we attempt to simplify the con
siderations for the inequality 
 we refer to  theorem  where 

is derived by simple arguments and then directly infer 
 by noting that the
polynomials C
n




In fact the last remark applies to the whole class of Gel




appropriate expectations but as was said earlier we do not dwell upon this
here It is perhaps worthwhile to mention here the possibility of using theo
rem  in  instead of theorem  which would allow for the wider
range jaj   log

p
 for the constant a in 






 As is well known the last bound cannot be essentially improved 
see
 p
Regarding the Goncharov polynomials G
n
 this means that the upper bound
in 
 cannot be essentially improved Hence by the present method of de
ducing 
 from 
 we can not estimate C
n
much better than 
 But




 presented at the end of
Section  shows that this upper bound is quite unnatural and that the rst 





xj   if x    By considerations
quite dierent from that of the present paper we will prove in the forthcoming
report  that the last inequality holds for all n  IN Consequently it will be
shown that 
 holds for each    In this manner we will improve upon re
sults in Sections  and  allowing the constants a in Section  and  in Section
 to be any positive number
In conclusion few remarks concerning the applications discussed in Sections
 and  The arithmeticgeometric mean relationship is a classical subject 
see
 or  however the expansion 
 seems new It is in fact valid not only for
binary random variables as is stated in the introduction 
see  As for the
expansion 
 it might be useful in the context of  or  The expansion up
to the second term for instance plays a central role in proving the important
functional central limit theorem in  p 
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